Show Dog Contract


Show prospect means that said dog has no disqualifying faults or features under
either the breed standard or the show rules of the American Kennel Club, as the
date of this sale. Said dog is in no way guaranteed to win in the show ring, but
should be capable of competing with other dogs of its particular breed and age,
provided that said dog is properly conditioned, competently handled, (being
either breeder, owner, seller, or professional handler), and is exhibited a
sufficient number of times. It is understood that with proper care on the part of
the buyer, in due time (given to at least 24 months of age), said dog should be
of acceptable temperament and structure, and should embody the basic
standards of the breed.

Said dog is sold on a show prospect contract and buyer agrees to and shall
make a reasonable effort to obtain an AKC Championship by seeing that dog is
properly conditioned, competently handled, and exhibited in a minimum of at
least 10 shows, once buyer and seller agree said dog is indeed show quality. If
dog is deemed unworthy of attaining an AKC Championship, by developing
serious show faults, buyer has the option to return said dog for a replacement
dog.

A co-ownership will be maintained on said dog until an AKC Championship is
awarded. Seller agrees to sign off as co-owner after receiving from buyer a
duplicate copy of the official AKC Championship certificate unless otherwise
stated per clause, addendum.

Buyer agrees to notify seller of any change in address while owning said dog. If
said dog is to remain on co-ownership between buyer and seller then buyer
agrees to provide seller a copy of all AKC required documentation regarding
breeding of dog. Both parties shall agree on who said dog shall be bred to. The
names, addresses and transfer of the offspring produced by said dog shall be
made available to seller no later than 4 weeks after they are sold per rules of the
American Kennel Club.

_____________________________
Signature of Buyer / Date

____________________________
Signature of Seller / Date

